
Bar Volunteer Instructions 
General Instructions for all Bar Volunteers 

Plan to arrive early for your shift. Parking can be difficult to find. Also, it can take a while to walk through the 
festival crowds. So arrive at least 30 minutes early. Upon arrival - Make your way to Volunteer check in at 
Room 203 of the Greensboro Cultural Center. There you will receive your festival tee and instructions on where 
to report for your shift. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR HELPING OUT!!! 

SMILE Great Customer Service begins with a smile and helps make all interactions smoother! 

FYI, You do not get free drinks while volunteering. As a fact, it is illegal to drink behind the bar in NC, so you 
cannot drink during your shift! 

You have the right to turn down someone from purchasing a ticket for a drink or from giving them a drink (even 
if they have a ticket) if they appear intoxicated. If you are uncomfortable, feel free to step away and speak to the 
bar manager. If anyone gets belligerent, feel free to call over a police officer (if one is in the area) or the bar 
manager.  

Do NOT leave your post until you have a replacement who YOU train. Show them what to do before you leave. 
If your replacement has not shown in 10 minutes, please let the tent or kiosk manager know immediately. 

Be prepared to keep your personal items on you. Crossbody straps and/or backpacks are best. Lockers and/or 
storage areas are not provided. You will be provided a bottle of water upon check in, however you may want to 
bring a refillable water bottle with you, especially if its hot. You will be under a tent, but may still be exposed to 
the sun. Please byo sunscreen. 

ID’s & Wristbands 

All people (Yes even people who look like your grandpa.) attempting to purchase a ticket for alcohol must be 
21. Birthday must be in 2001, 9/9 for Friday, 9/10 for Saturday, and 9/11 on Sunday. 

Once age is confirmed, give the person a wristband. Here is a video demonstration. 

Attendees with the correct wristband can purchase as many tickets as they like. Only distribute the yellow/green 
beer/wine tickets. 

Credit Card Video Instructions! 

• Making a sale 
• Voiding a transaction 
• Reprinting a receipt 
• Changing the receipt paper 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09HB4CNYC?tag=conch-house-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9RnX_V7gN4
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/xZ6SgUKKy5o
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/ncvpVwFJlGU
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/84R8tjwXyT4


 

Bartenders 

Bartenders must take the ticket and place it in the ticket container BEFORE taking an order. You can ONLY 
accept the yellow/green beer/wine tickets. No other color is valid. 

You CANNOT serve any one person more than 2 drinks at a time (no matter how many tickets they have).  

All cans MUST be opened by the bartender upon purchase. No exceptions. It is the LAW! Can 
tab openers are provided, so save your fingers!!  

If you are working a DRAFT beer tent, when you pour a beer, tilt the top of the glass toward 
the tap. Open the handle fully and pour down the side of the glass. For a video on how to do this properly, click 
here. 

Expediting long lines of people 

Checking ID’s- Take some wristbands down the line and walk the line, checking id’s 

Cash vs Credit. Ideally both purchasing stations are taking both credit AND cash. However, if one line is 
getting long, one line can become cash only for a brief time to get the line moving. 

If the tap trailer line is getting big for purchases because of waiting on tapped beer, dedicate 1 – 2 people to 
SOLELY pouring beer. The designated pourers then should start pouring 2 - 3 at one time. Letting each one sit 
while pouring the other. Then top them off one at a time. You can also pour 1/2 a glass of beer (if taps are 
running slow or foamy) when times are not so busy then top the balance when there is an order. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKRUFP8g-dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKRUFP8g-dc

